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HOT:

*4 C’s - It’s About the Students

*Redesigned Learning Spaces & Innovative Learning Environments

*Digital Citizenship

*Project - , Problem - , & Challenge-Based Learning

*MakerSpaces

*PL Models & Coaching Best Practices

*Computational Thinking, Coding, & Robotics

*Augmented & Virtual Reality

*Personalized Learning

NOT:

*Individualistic Learning

*Desk dwellers, Dedicated computer labs, Laptop computers

*Anonymous Posts

*Dumbed down books

*Interactive Whiteboards, Clickers

*General Sit/Get Prof Learning

*Calculators

*Restrictions on student access to Tech will diminish with inclusion of personal devices

*Paid software (will be replaced with OER)

Strategies for Staying Current & Relevant in Transformational Times

APPS - For Productivity

Stay Connected -- Socials - For Two-Way Interactive Communications (Voxer, Twitter) Platforms - To gather stakeholder voice/perspective/input Leadership - Resources (books, blogs, Marshall Memo, LeadershipFreak, etc.)
1. Active Learning Ecosystem
(pedagogy, technology, space)

2. Personalized Learning Institute Honeycomb

3. Education Elements Bingo Board

4. Education Reimagined
Resource Recommendations


Jot down your thoughts and notes here....